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A Note from Lori Kissinger, Executive Director
One of the primary goals of Borderless Arts Tennessee is to enhance the
educational process for children with disabilities by integrating the arts into
curriculum.
At times, the focus of the educational program is to expose young people to artistic
techniques. In other cases, the arts are used as a tool to support the subjects of
Math, Science, English and History.
The Tennessee Department of Education has been the primary partner of artist
residencies for the past 12 years. Funding is provided so that Borderless Arts
Tennessee can offer 4 residencies throughout the State, free of charge to the
participating school. The teaching artist works with the classroom teacher to
develop a
schedule and set of goals that will be accomplished. The artist is responsible for
creating a curriculum map, a universal design tool for adaptations that may be
needed for various ability levels, lesson plans and a form of evaluation.
For the 2018-2018 school year, VSA Tennessee also received a contract from the
John F Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts to provide residencies in school
with a distinct focus on using the arts to teach math and science skills.
Each residency also had a focus of water. The residencies offered through the John
F. Kennedy Center had to be educationally based, but they did not have to take
place in a school setting. These residencies were offered in community settings.
Due to the variety of residencies, the types of educational tools and materials that
artists have provided for this curriculum guide will also vary in presentation.
Borderless Arts Tennessee believes that this guide contains a wealth of ideas and
plans that we are pleased to share.
Please note that Borderless Arts Tennessee was formerly VSA Tennessee until the
middle of October 2017.
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Special Thanks
To our Talent Teaching Artists across the State:
Deanne Collins
Bailey Earith
Jennie Harriman
Les Kerr
Dee Kimbrell
Amy Beth Rice
Debra Tayloe
Tammy Vice
Jen Vogus
Pamela Weston

A huge round of appreciation for our funders, without whom these
programs would not be possible:
John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts
Tennessee Department of Education
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Visual Arts Residencies
Alcoa Middle School Residency
“Aquatic Animal Structures and Dioramas”
Artist: Bailey Earith
Sept. 26-28
Curriculum Map

!
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Project Timeline:
1.Draw pattern
2.Cut out pattern
3.Assemble animal
4.Paint animal
5.Color “water” background
6.Assemble basic diorama
7.Add 3-D elements
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Universal Design for Learning Checklist
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Student Story
How does the story relate to learning outcomes, program goals, and/or state education
standards?
Multiple times during the residency students organically teamed up and helped each
other accomplish tasks that were too challenging (physically or cognitively) for them to
complete alone. Helper students appeared happy to assist. Students who needed help
remained engaged and learned/worked alongside their classmate helper. Relationships
were not condescending or overpowering/controlling, but cooperative.

Tennessee Curriculum Strands
1.2 Demonstrate an understanding of the safe and responsible use of art media and
tools.
1.2 Use media and tools safely and without incident.
2.2 Demonstrate critical thinking skills in addressing visual arts assignments.
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Alcoa High School Residency
“Aquatic Animal Structures and Dioramas”
Artist: Bailey Earith
Dates: October 31-November 2, 2017
Number of Sessions: 2
Curriculum Map

!
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Timeline
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Student Story
Approximate Date of Story: 11/2/17
Does this student involved have a disability? Yes
Assessment Criteria
Students will communicate what they learned about the aquatic animal they researched
to art class.
How does the story relate to learning outcomes, program goals, and/or state education
standards?
Students stood up in front of an art class of 32 students. They showed their finished
project and presented facts about their animal: (size, diet, reproduction, markings). They
also described their artistic process and show the ALS sign for their animal. Art class
applauded their efforts.
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McMinn County High School Residency
“Water Woodworking”
Artist: Jennie Harriman
Dates: September 15-18, 2017
Learning Outcomes
1. Arts Learning
• Identify and use hammers, saws, and drills to safely and effectively build projects
related to water
• Use paint, glue and feathers to decorate items
• Explore textures, lines, and shapes
2. Academic Learning
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discover which trees have soft wood and how trees take in water
Demonstrate how hand tools work with human energy
Know tips for using tools effectively and safely
Investigate ways to make projects move on water
Explore shapes, measurement, counting, spatial awareness
Discover language associated with building, movement, and water

3. Social and Emotional Learning
•
•
•

Be patient and take turns
Build confidence and trust
Respect tools and feel respected as a learner

Educational Strategies
In terms of arts and academic learning, Jennie will provide examples of finished
projects. She will verbally explain and demonstrate the process of how to use tools and
how to build and decorate the items.
She will provide hands-on, interactive situations for the learners to explore energy and
movement with the finished items, such as wind pressure, forward and backward
movement, and how a paddle can power a boat. She will use math and science
vocabulary appropriate to woodworking and the movement. She will provide alternative
ways to use tools, as needed.
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In terms of social-emotional learning, Jennie will use words and body language that
support positive reinforcement and respect for the students and remind students to take
breaks as needed. Students may work in pairs or with an adult, share tools, and
assist each other.

Educational Activities
1. Arts Learning
•
•
•

Build waterfowl, paddle boats, and a sailboat
Decorate projects with individual expression, using a choice of colors, drawing
utensils, paint, and collage materials
Explore textures, lines, color mixing and shapes while building and decorating

2. Academic Learning
•
•
•
•
•

Use hand tools safely
Practice ways to use tools most efficiently with the least amount of physical
energy
Consider ways to make projects move, using their own human energy, air,
pressure, tension, gravity, and water itself
Explore shapes, measurement, counting, joining materials, and spatial
awareness while building
Discover how oil protects wood from water

3. Social and Emotional Learning
•
•
•

Demonstrate patience and use positive manners
Demonstrate confidence by using tools independently or with slight assistance
and by using positive verbal and body language
Use tools with respect tools and be respected as a learner by the instructors

Assessment and Evaluation
In terms of arts and academic learning, Jennie will assess individual learning by
observing students identifying tools and parts of tools, using tools safely and effectively,
completing projects, and decorating projects. In terms of social-emotional learning,
Jennie will observe the individual level of interest in the activities, the words and body
language individual learners are using, and if it appears that individuals are having fun.
She will evaluate overall program success based on the total average of individual
engagement and progress, completed projects, response of other adults involved, and
the level of fun students had.
14

Curriculum Map

!
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Feedback for Harriman
September 15, 2017
This week, our class hosted Jennie Harriman, a visiting artist sponsored through a grant
with [Borderless Arts] TN, the Tennessee Organization on Arts and Disability. She did
woodworking projects with us around the theme of “water”. We made waterfowl,
paddleboats, and sailboats, with the students doing the sawing, hammering, drilling,
painting and construction of the project with
various levels of support. Our class is
comprised of 33 students ages 13 to 22 with
a wide range of ability levels.
Jennie was very organized with materials,
patient with staff and students, and provided
excellent lessons on background
information, safety, using the tools, and
constructing the projects. Most of the
students clearly had never used hand tools
before, but overcame their fear and
hesitation to use the tools. They realized
they could safely use the same types of
tools that adults use to make something.
Students were observed assisting one another to do drilling. That is a great
accomplishment with our students as they often do not notice or care to work together.
Other students were hesitant to come to the work tables, or even to come out of the
adjacent classroom, but ended up joining.
One student who refused the first day was able to join the group the next day to work on
the waterfowl. Every student present participated to some degree, which was amazing!
They even wore the safety gear with no complaints, even though gloves and glasses
can be aversive for them.
It was a great experience for everyone, and we are thankful to Jennie and [Borderless
Arts].
Best Regards,
Christine Kempster-Myers
McMinn County High School
Athens, TN
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September 18, 2017
I was part of the [Borderless Arts] experience last week at my school. I work with
some very low functioning students and was not really sure what to expect from the
program. To my surprise, it was a great experience.
Jennie was fantastic with our students, having tons of patience and suggestions
on how to best accommodate different disabilities based on experience. The activities
were appropriate and engaging. The best part for me, was watching the kids enjoy
what they were doing and seeing them do activities that have been talked about but not
been executed in our classes. I am looking forward to working with Jennie again the
future.
Sincerely,
Michelle Myers
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Jefferson Elementary School Residency
“Water Woodworking”
Artist: Jennie Harriman
Dates: March 2018

Curriculum Map
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Universal Design for Learning Checklist
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Student Story
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By Jennie Harriman
March 2018
On the first day of the residency, I observed one student sitting in a chair with his knees
covering his ears and his hands over his eyes. When I invited him to use a tool, a
teacher said, “He won’t do it.” But, he did. He used sandpaper and a drill to make a
sailboat. On the other days of the residency, this student used a saw and hammer
independently. Whenever I invited him for a turn, he eagerly became engaged, with both
building and testing out projects in water.
I repeatedly observe other adults (besides my daughter who assists me) involved in my
classes or residencies, not giving learners the independence they are capable of. I give
guidance to learners and only support them by holding tools for them if they physically
require it. It’s okay if it takes a child ten minutes to pound in a nail. That is success and
builds confidence. I heard this statement from a child during this residency, “Thank you,
Mrs. X for making me a boat!” The reply from the adults was, “You made it. I helped
you.” If a child is thanking the adult for making it for him, he didn’t feel as if he did it
himself.
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Station Camp Middle School Residency
“Water Around the World”
Artist: Dee Kimbrell
Grades: 6th & 7th
Date: November 2017

!
Goals:
1). Create a piece of art to be given to a local business.
2) Bring awareness to water issues in different cultures
3) Bring awareness to students about the benefits of reused materials on the
environment
4). Bring understanding to students about the benefits of alkaline vs acidic water
5) Expand students vocabulary and understanding of absorption.

Methods:
1). Students created a 3 x 4 ft reused bottle cap art using glue on a painted canvas over
the span of three days. Students painted the black background. The artwork was
presented by the students to Mike Tomlinson, a local business owner who sells Alkaline
water. The art will be displayed publicly at Mr. Tomlinson's store.
2) Students read "A Long Walk To Water", a book about a Sudanese girl that had to
walk two miles several times a day to get water for her family. Students then formulated
questions based on the book. These questions were videotaped and electronically sent
to a sister school in South Africa who also read the book, and answered the questions
and asked their own questions.
3) Dee Kimbrell, reuse artist, spoke about the benefits of Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle
using a PowerPoint and a video of Jack Johnson's song "Reduce, Reuse, Recycle".
Students created an individual waterdrop with reused bottle caps.
4) Mike Tomlinson did a presentation where he visually demonstrated the levels of
acidity in different beverages.
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5). Students created sensory calming bottles using Orbeez water beads. Students
added the dried beads to water and predicted what would happen. They continued to
observe how the waterbeads changed as they absorbed water. The following day the
students were given an empty plastic water bottle and added the water beads,
observing and answering questions about how the beads had changed, how they
bounced due to the absorption of water, using descriptive words.

Outcomes:
1) Art piece was completed 100% by students and is now displayed publicly
2) Students understood that water issues are different in different areas
3) Students' understanding of pollution issues and ways they can impact their
community was expanded.
4) Students understanding of the pH of water was expanded.
5). Students used a variety of words to describe the change in water beads

Evaluation:
Outcomes were evaluated based on teacher observation, verbal responses to verbal
questions, and completion of the individual and corporate bottle cap artwork.

Special Moment:
Jack is a nonverbal boy with autism. He is constantly moving and requires one on one
support in the classroom. He loved gluing the caps to the canvas so much that he
completed (very quickly) about 1/3 of the background. I was pointing out where to put
the caps and he paused and quickly touched my cheek. The teachers seemed a little
surprised and then said "Awe, that means he likes you."
The following day I videotaped the students asking their questions and Jack came to the
table with his speaking computer and when he hit the button for it to ask his question,
he maintained eye contact with me for about 8 seconds before he looked away. The
teachers said he almost never makes eye contact. His mother was told and shown how
much he enjoyed the bottle cap art and she said she was going to start saving caps for
him to make things over the summer.
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Concord Academy Residency
Artist: Amy Beth Rice
Grade Level: 6-12
Date: February 2018
1) What were the goals?
Students will expand their ability to express abstract concepts through the creation of
paintings based off of attributes of water.
Students will improve their ability to collaborate as a team through brainstorming and
delegating tasks in the creation process.
Students will identify the necessity and versatility of water by watching educational
videos, engaging in group conversation, and personal journaling.
2) What methods did you use?
A PowerPoint presentation, a brainstorming activity about the uses and forms of water
as a whole class and in small groups, group discussion identifying aspects of abstract
art and evaluating the meaning based on those aspects, personal journaling and
sketching after the discussion to create composition ideas based on what characteristic
the students wanted to convey about water, and small group collaboration to create the
artworks.
3) What were the student learning outcomes?
-Students will be able to define, interpret abstract art.
-Students will recall and build on their understanding of the necessity of water.
-Students collaborate successfully.
4) How did you evaluate success?
-Students are able to write or verbalize the unique characteristics of abstract art
-Students can create abstract art based on their understanding.
-Students are able to articulate their reason for interpretation based on visual evidence
from the artwork.
-Students verbalize or write accurate previous knowledge from science about water
-Students observe and comment on new information from the teacher’s A/V
presentation.
-Students bring their individual ideas to their groups of 4-5 and utilize aspects of each
others ideas to create work.
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-Students are able to come to agreements on changes in the artwork as new ideas
come or problems arise.
5) Significant Moments:
The students responded very well to the interpretation discussion portion of the lesson. I
compared abstract art to music without words and they began naming songs and bands
that made them feel certain emotions without any lyrics. One student raised his hand
and asked “do you think everything artists and musicians create has a meaning?” Which
lead us into a discussion of how meaning is generated - whether it is always coming
from the artist or if it is in the mind of the viewer. Another student wondered if our bodies
are works of art that have meaning and tell stories.
On my second day, one of the students came to me and said she had written a poem
about water and asked if I would like to hear it. It was a very strong poem that summed
up a lot of what we had learned and discussed. Though she was nervous at first (she
was a soft-spoken student, but very creative and bright) she ended up opening our
Facebook live video with it. This is the poem:
“Water is everywhere, yet it’s so much more
Than the river, the ocean, and the rising shore.
Water is a memory from the past.
From the beginning of time, the water lasts.
Water if beauty
It comes in drops whenever it rains
From the skytop water is spot.
When you swim in the pool
It feels like you’re flying, in a world so cool.
Water is satisfaction for when you feel dry
In the warm summer of July.
Water is 70% of our planet
So don’t take this wonderful gift for granted.”
-

Melody Brown

Another neat moment was when we went live on Facebook and the students started
becoming comfortable with sharing their ideas and being on camera. Former teachers
24

tuned in who knew the students and they became very excited and sharing their work
became much more meaningful.

Curriculum Map

!
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Universal Design Checklist
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Bells Elementary School Residency
“WATER”
Artist: Deborah Tayloe
Grade Level: 2nd grade (included ages 6-9)
Date: January 2018
Goals, Outcome, & Evaluation
Learning Outcomes:
Arts:
Students evaluated subject matter by using symbols and ideas.
Students applied the principles of design and art elements in relationship to a specific
concept.
Students learned to create visual art and music based on direct tactile encounters and
auditory experiences.
Interdisciplinary Connections:
Students made cognitive, intuitive and physical discoveries while exploring the scientific
properties of water and their metaphoric and parallel possibilities for creating visual art
form.
Students recognized, applied and integrated mathematical patterns
Students discovered how the properties and attributes of water affect all the world
around them.
Students learned to apply mathematical principles in an interdisciplinary project.
Social Learning:
Accepting and applauding the differences in the creative style of others
Learning to support others’ efforts through positive responses
Working cooperatively while waiting to take turns and through sharing

Key Educational Activities:
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Synopsis:
Each Student:
1. Experienced multiple opportunities to understand through the use of various
modalities
2. Composed a musical melody and shared it by playing solo and in a group
3. Created a three dimensional book form based on the concept of water
4. Created a “Snowstorm” for display in the school hallway for the school
5. Gave a verbal presentation (with assistance from the classroom teacher) to their
classmates highlighting their favorite book page
Synopsis detail:
Students:
1. listened to and discussed the visuals in the book “A Drop of Water” written by
Walter Wick
2. listened to and analyzed the visuals and text of the book “Snow” by Uri Schulevitz
3. listened daily to “The Water Song” (https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=foGMTdxewBI) AND “Dripping Water” https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=foGMTdxewBI
4. daily recited in unison the first line of “Rain” by Robert Louis Stephenson
5. composed a series of musical sounds to create a brief “Water Melody”
6. investigated, described, and reasoned through hands-on interaction
7. made mathematical connections by creating sounds with improvised instruments,
clapping, chanting, dancing and singing.
8. made scientific discoveries by observing physical changes in water in the
classroom experience.
9. explored the innate properties and behavior of water in its various forms (liquid,
solid, snowflakes, dew, clouds and light refraction
10. discovered their own feelings, observations and ways of using expressive means
pertaining to the concept “water”
11. used art materials to describe and celebrate aspects of water
12. created a three dimensional book form and a snow flurry wall hanging
13. Each gave a verbal presentation to the classroom highlighting their favorite book
page
Strategies, frameworks, and methods to facilitate learning
Arts Learning:
Provide options for perception
1. Searched for mathematical patterns and sequences in language as well as felt
responses to subject matter and sound by looking at and physically exploring visual
props, listening to and participating in group recitation of poetry, listening to and
discussing stories, and producing sounds using water in a glass to create a musical
melody.
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2. Involve students in a guided conversation in which critical features, big ideas and
relationships of possibilities for creating become clear on a personal level for each
student.
3. Vary the levels of challenge and support as needed for each individual student.
Academic Learning:
1. Pre-teach information that will set the stage
2. Provide purposeful strategic interdisciplinary connections
3. Search for patterns and functions; similarities and dissimilarities that are
analogous in the Math and Science in relationship to Visual Art Principles of
Design
Social and Emotional Learning:
1. Provide emotional support through positive reinforcement
2. Provide a quiet private space in which to work
3. Provide purposeful partnering
Evaluation:
An informal evaluation was made by observing student behavior throughout the project,
noting number of positive and negative interactions, noting depth of engagement while
working in each genre and each academic field.
Given the severe language challenges and low level of fine motor capability the
students did tremendously well through engaging through sensory modalities
throughout the entire residency.
The classroom teacher had prepared me for perhaps less than ½ hour attention each
day and to come in expecting that. We actually sustained a very constant and
comfortable time of attention and engagement for more than an hour each day which
pleased her to no end. Things just seemed to conclude themselves naturally each day.
Keeping in mind that the entire group has a great deal of difficulty with memory, I believe
with all my heart that they will remember some of the things we all experienced and
learned together.
And a sincere comment: Ms. Shankell, the classroom teacher, is gifted in teaching.
Period.

“WATER” Lesson Plans
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Lesson One
Opening:
*Introduction to the idea of doing
things scientists,
mathematicians, artists and
musicians do in order to try to
understand a given thing or idea
*Looked at beginning pages our
key classroom book:
“A Drop of Water” by
Walter Wick
*First time listening to one of two
videos used in the residency:
“Dripping Water” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=foGMTdxewBI
Explorations:
- each student took their turn pouring water from a pitcher into a glass.
- we vocally made the sound we heard when the water pouted
- we observed and tried to describe “what happened” to the water depth as we poured.
Experiment One:
- Each student used a medicine dropper to drip a drop of water into the glass of water.
We listened for sound.
- Students looked again at photos in our book which pictured water drops in various
situations ie: a water drop dripping from a faucet, a water drop falling through the air, a
water drop splashing against a surface. With our voices we made the sounds we heard:
drip, drop, splish-splash, plop
Experiment Two:
- Each student chose a palm size smooth rock to drop into a single water glass ½ filled
with water. We discussed the sound and the effect ie: splashing and water moving and
water depth changing
*Each then took their turn using a magnifying glass to look at drops of water which had
splashed onto a canvas cloth on which the glass sat.
*We tried to remember photos in “A Drop of Water” which corresponded to our
experiment outcomes and then “found” them in the book.
Hands-on Art
– Accordion Book
Introduction: Explained that we would look at and discuss the book “A Drop of
Water” every day and that each student would make their own book about water.
Teacher’s example was shown.
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Each student:
- received a pre-folded book form.
- traced the shape of a large water drop using a template and marker.
- used scissors to cut out the water drop.
- glued the water drop to the book cover page.
- printed their name on the book cover using a pencil. This took great effort.
Closing for Day One:
Calming time. Listening time. Reflection time.
Students laid down on the classroom rug on their stomachs forming a semi-circle near
the Computer Tablet Screen. They watched and listened to the video:
“The Water Song” (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=foGMTdxewBI)

Lesson Two
Opening:
*Re-introduced the fact that scientists, mathematicians, artists and musicians do some
of the same kinds of experiments/activities we did yesterday in order to explore and
learn about the world around us.
Vocabulary: Look. Touch. Listen. Investigate. Experiment. Understand. Watch.
Changes. Same. Record. Measure. Temperature. Speed. Deep. Shallow. Watch.
Displacement.
*Reviewed relevant photos in “A Drop of Water” by Walter Wick.
*Announced that we would all be scientists and mathematicians today.
* The weather had played into our hands on day two – it was Raining! We recited the
poem “Rain” (several times) by Robert Louis Stephenson “The rain is raining on the
trees.” And then began.
Exploration:
Experiment One*Measuring Depth:
One by one students each:
-used a hand ruler to measure the depth of the water in a prefilled glass and made a
line at the “top of the water”.
- then each chose three rocks.
-added one rock and measured and recorded the change in depth by making a line on
the side of the glass.
- added the two remaining rocks and recorded the change on the side of the glass We
noticed something “happened” to the water depth and that adding the rocks made it
change. We observed the fact that water moves and changes.
Experiment Two*Measuring Temperature Changes
The instructor-used a hand held thermometer to take a first measurement of the temperature of warm
water in a glass
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The students:
-took turns finding and pointing the to location of the temperature reading pointer on the
thermometer
-one by one each student chose an ice cube and placed it in the water in the glass,
watched the pointer move and then pointed to the new temperature reading
-with assistance read the numbers of the numerical reading out loud
Experiment Three*Measuring Speed with a Water Wheel:
Each Student:
-helped build the Water Wheel Structure framework by putting two of the plastic pieces
together and attaching them in place during construction of the structure.
-After group construction:
-together we counted how many total pieces there were in the construction
-students took their turn in pouring a small vial of water over the water wheel to cause it
to spin and propel the water down through the 3 descending levels of the structure.
-all entered into a joyous state of group enthusiasm over the phenomena of this
particular example of cause and effect ie: it was fun!
Hands-on Art
Accordion Book
Each Student:
- chose three colors of markers with which to draw a water wheel shape on a page of
the book
-on another page they glued a pre-cut ice cube shape and some chose to write the word
ice on this page using a pencil. This took great effort.
Closing for Day Two:
Calming time. Listening time. Reflection time.
Students laid down on the main classroom rug on their stomachs forming a semi-circle
near the Computer Tablet Screen. The video played was:
“The Water Song” (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=foGMTdxewBI)

Lesson Three
Opening:
*Stated that students were doing some of the same things that scientists,
mathematicians and artists and musicians do to understand the world around them.
*Reviewed photos already seen in “A Drop of Water” by Walter Wick
*Vocabulary: Cloud. Dew. Rain. Ice. Fog. Snow. Sleet. Changes.
*Announced that we would all be scientists and experiment today.
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* The weather had played into our hands again – there was a dense FOG in the
morning! We looked at a children’s book “Water, Water” which has wonderful
illustrations of a school bus traveling in fog, a house in fog, trees in fog.
*Discovered that water takes on many forms.
***An announcement was made changes and that the weatherman on television had
said snow was predicted to come soon.
Explorations:
Making Musical Sounds with Water
First, we listened to our “Water Dripping” video.
We listened to the pattern of the drips, the loud and soft sounds of the different sizes of
drips, the sound of running water. Children were asked to describe with words and or/
sounds the sounds they were hearing.
* Each student:
-poured water from the water pitcher into an individual glass filling it to the depth they
chose.
- was given a plastic spoon as a sound maker
- waited patiently for their turn to create musical sounds
* each took their turn
- making up an improvised tune by tapping the edge and or sides of the glass to create
sounds and rhythms. Students listened to each other make music.
*Students noticed that each classmate’s musical sounds were different from the other
student’s. Noticed pitch (high, low), rhythms (fast, slow) and noticed silence.
*We all took turns playing single and multiple notes in a “round of sorts”, one following
the other with the instructor pointing to the next to play in the round.
*THEN as a class
-we JAMMED OUT ALL TOGETHER!
Hands-on Art Book
*Instructor demonstrated using a stamp and ink to make images of trees.
-How to place a copy of our “Rain” poem at the top of the page.
-Then demonstrated making raindrops to fall from the top of the page to the bottom.
*Each Student was helped logistically with the stamping process and enjoyed seeing
the trees emerge on their page.
*Students were encouraged to make their own type of raindrops with a marker.
*One of our pages in our book was of a spider web with dew on it. Instructor opened up
the page in “A Drop of Water” in which there was an illustration of a spider web with dew
drops.
- then each student used a marker to draw their version of a spider web, then glued a
pre-cut tiny snowflake in the middle of the web where the spider usually sits. Since
snow was predicted this was quite interesting to think about.
*Each then placed a small copy of this poem at the top of their page: “Where the spider
used to be, the snowflake waits.” a Haiku by an unknown poet.
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*As a group we recited the Haiku three times in a row.
Closing for Day Three:
Calming time. Listening time. Reflection time.
Students laid down on the main classroom rug on their stomachs forming a semi-circle
near the Computer Tablet Screen. The video played was:
“The Water Song” (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=foGMTdxewBI)

Lesson Four
Opening:
*We opened with recitation of the poem “The Rain is raining on the trees”, BUT. . .
Snow had been predicted for the coming evening and all the next day!
*we reviewed photos in “A Drop of Water” and found that there were also pages with
photos of snowflakes!
*took a close look at the close up photos of snowflakes
*we counted out loud as individual students took turns placing a pointing finger on the
facets as we counted.
Explorations:
Hands-on Art
Making A Snowstorm
Intro:
*The book “SNOW!” by Uri Schulevitz was read to the group and enjoyed immensely.
*Students searched for snowflakes in the illustrations of “SNOW!”
Part One:
*covered a book page with a purchased paper which had a snowflake pattern on it.
*each took a snowman stamp and stamped a snowman figure upon the snowflake
background
Part Two:
*An announcement was made that each child would create a large piece of artwork
titled “Snowstorm” which would be hung the main hallway outside the classroom door.
Everyone passing down the hallway could enjoy the big snowstorm the students made!
. *To do this each student:
-received a bright blue vertical section of poster board representing the sky
- chose several pre-cut varying sizes of
snowflakes.
- was given 7-9 sections of 4” ribbon
and a glue stick. The ribbon
represented the wind.
- chose where and how to place their
“wind” strips in the “air (which was the
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blue poster board) and then chose where to place their snowflakes on the wind strip so
the flakes could move with the wind.
*It was exciting.
- The exhibit was quickly hung by the classroom teachers.
- We all went to the hallway.
- The classroom teachers took hand fans and created enough air movement to make
the snowflakes flakes “fly” in the wind.
- Dancing took place as we all became snowflakes and danced in the wind for a few
moments. (See photos)
Closing for Day Four:
Calming time. Listening time. Reflection time.
*Re-read “SNOW!” by Uri Schulevitz.

Lesson Five
Preface: School had been closed for 6 days due to winter weather conditions. First day
back to school for all of us.
Opening:
*Calming and Settling - Listened to “Dripping Water”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=foGMTdxewBI
*Repeat construction of the Water Wheel Activity and once again experienced pouring
water to make the wheel turn.
* Break to the Gathering Rug where Students were asked carefully guided questions by
the classroom teacher as to “What had happened outdoors while they were out of
school for so long?” Had they seen, heard, or experienced anything that had to do with
our special projects at school?
*The book “SNOW!” was reread (which of course the children loved).
* New introduction of concepts of water, light refraction, rainbows. Two new related
pages from of “A Drop of Water” by Walter Wick were introduced.
Explorations:
Each Student:
-watched the teaching artist demonstrate light refraction as she shined the beam of a
flashlight into a fish bowl containing water.
- took turns going to the front of the classroom to hold the flashlight and shine it into the
water filled bowl to make a “Rainbow” on the screen.
- as the instructor prepared art materials the students once again listened to “The Water
Song” (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=foGMTdxewBI) – which has a rainbow at the
end of the video.
Hands-on Art - Book
–
The instructor demonstrated making tissue paper clouds. Materials were
distributed.
Each Student:
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-learned how to crumple tissue paper. This was new to all.
-used a gluestick to attach tissue “clouds” to a page in their book
* The instructor demonstrated “how to” draw a rainbow.
- each chose 3 crayons from the rainbow spectrum of colors (this was the maximum
they were able to manipulate physically without frustration) and were guided through
creating their own rainbow.
Closing for Day Five:
The classroom teacher suggested that each child take their turn in going to the front of
the classroom share favorite page to their classmates. She guided them into at least
one verbal expression concerning the page they chose. We applauded each student.
Students back down in a semi-circle. I thanked the class and we all applauded together.

Student Story
Special Moment
John (name changed) was the quietest and least demonstrative in the class. When we
began the Water Wheel Project his eyes lit up and he smiled and pointed excitedly. You
could tell he couldn’t wait for his turn. He was quite reticent about grasping or holding
the water vile. But accepted help holding it while he tipped it to pour. When he did
begin to pour water from the vile onto the wheel he could hardly contain his joy. He
tilted his head far to the side to get a good view of the movement of the water moving
from level to level. And then, he spoke!
His pronunciation was difficult to understand but he was said it a second time, “faster”
as he pointed to the final level where the water definitely had sped up before dropping
straight down to the bottom reservoir. He just beamed all over. We were all so happy
that John was the student who first noticed the fact that the water ran faster as it
descended. It was quite something.

Photos

from “WATER”
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Carroll County, TN
“All Living Things
Artist: Deborah
Dates: March 17,
2018

Residency
Need Water”
Tayloe

Lesson Plan
*Introduction to the
Students:
The instructor
stated the fact that
living things need
-Scientists study
understand how

all
water.
living things to
important water is to them.

*Visuals:
Looked at beginning and last pages of “A
Drop of Water” by Walter Wick
Visually studied examples of some of the insects and flowers that need water.
Looked at patterns in rainfall falling.
Looked at and counted raindrops on our booklet cover.
Identified symmetry in the Butterfly examples on the table easel.
*Project:
Each student was given their own book form to work on and take home when
completed.
Explorations to emphasize facts/concepts:
Empty spaces on the front and back of the book form were pointed out.
-Each student then colored or traced raindrop shapes creating random patterns of color
on their own booklet.
On the inside of the booklet each student used colored markers to create a pattern for
the wings of their butterfly making their OWN new species!.
Drew more butterflies or insects if they chose to.
Created flower, leaf shapes and more raindrops if they chose to make an
environment.
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Woodland Middle School Residency
“The Art of Chemistry: Water & Oil”
Artists: Jen Vogus and Destiny Erwin
Dates: November 14-17, 2017
Number of Sessions: 3
Students at Woodland Middle School in Brentwood participated in a variety of art
activities, led by teaching artist, Jen Vogus. This residency was made possible by a
grant from the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in which the arts are
used to teach science concepts related to water. Students created “lava lamps” by
combining oil and colored water to observe physical and chemical properties, such as
density and bonding. They went on to create three abstract pieces of art by combining
liquid watercolors and oil in various ways. In the third art activity, students enjoyed
using classroom iPads to take photographs of their colorful abstract combinations and
used the app, KaleidaCam, to create unique geometric patterns. Lastly, students
viewed photographs of real-life oil spills and discussed the consequences they have on
animals, land, and water. Jen Vogus concluded the project with this discussion to tie in
the real-world implications of the interaction between oil and water and demonstrate
how the power of photographs can impact social awareness and change.

Curriculum Map

!
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Student Story
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Borderless Arts TN “Student Story” Evaluation Tool
Date of Story: November 14, 2017
Does this student involved have a disability? Yes
During the second art activity, the students created abstract works by combing oil and
water colors onto water color paper. This student shared that this reminds her of when
she walks in a parking lot and there is a puddle of water with a rainbow on top. We
talked about this being an excellent real-world example of how water and motor oil
“don’t like each other” and oil always sits on top of the water.
Assessment Criteria:
1.
Students can explain why it does not mix with oil.
2. Students can explain how oil spills affect our environment and how it can be
cleaned up because of the properties of oil and how it interacts with water.
3. Completed artwork that reflects the properties of oil and water and their interaction.
How does the story relate to learning outcomes, program goals, and/or state education
standards?

TN Curriculum Standards:
Art:
CLE 1.3 Compare and contrast the effective communication of ideas through the use of
media, techniques, technologies, and processes.
CLE 6.1 Demonstrate an understanding of similarities between visual arts and other
academic disciplines.
Science:
GLE 0607.Inq.3 Synthesize information to determine cause and effect relationships
between evidence and explanations.
GLE 0707.7.6 Evaluate how human activities affect the earth’s land, oceans, and
atmosphere.
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Performance Arts Residencies
Witthorne Middle School Residency
“WATER”
Artist: Deanne Collins
Dates: September 10-15, 2017

Curriculum Map
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Universal Design for Learning Checklist
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Student Stories
Both students have disabilities
Nathan: Nathan amazed me by climbing down and up on to his wheelchair quickly,
quietly and participated more with his facial expressions that with his body.
Zac: When I asked for ideas on movement to illustrate EVAPORATION on the very first
day…Zac came up with a movement that was perfect. We used it throughout the main
sequence.

!
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Mt. Pleasant Middle School Residency
“S.T.E.A.M. - Hydrologic Cycle”
Artist: Deanne Collins
Dates: February 19-22, 2018
OVERVIEW
Mt. Pleasant Middle School is dedicated to the Arts and to the STEAM concept.
The students are aware of STEAM which was apparent on the way they accepted me.
Before the residency I met with Cynthia Pride, Arts coordinator and Mr. Jackson
the principal of the school complex (elementary through high school). We agreed on the
dates February 20 through the 23 . The focus would be on 5 graders in middle school.
Through the months leading up to the residency we communicated occasionally to
confirm the dates and the periodic questions that always come up after more thought is
given the project. I have to admit I did
not fully understand the class set up
and scheduling. Once I did, I was
impressed.
The scheduling allows every 5
grader to experience movement/dance
whether they think they will like it or not.
I am sure many are surprised at how
much they can do and what fun it is.
Each morning, I came early enough to
see 7 graders rehearsing. They looked
like they enjoyed it and I was happy to
offer a few supportive, encouraging
comments.
Every day, first thing in the morning, I met with Molly Anderson’s dance class.
Each class had a different set of 5 grade students. With these classes, every day was
a first day. However, not really, because I had some of the students previously in
Annette De George’s science class. So as not to bore the science students in the
dance class, I had them demonstrate what everyone else needed to know about
concentration, standing in authority, building structures and the water cycle. The
strategy worked. Students modeling the activity helped with the enthusiasm of the
dance students and it reinforced learning for the science students.
I was warned, one of the Dance classes, might be a problem. Miss Anderson
suggested that I be more structured with them. I choreographed the Water Cycle like
one would a dance. The entire group learned the “dance” then in groups they practiced
it and with music they performed it. They used the serpentine to move around the room
stopping at each corner to do the water cycle sequence. No problems.
Each day in the Science classes, the heart of the residency, I brought in a flip
chart with key words of what we were going to do that day. The first two days were
rd

th

th

th

th
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spent on activities that would give them the skill and understanding on how to be in
control and look good. (position of authority and concentration demonstrated by
standing on one leg for 8 counts). I put them into groups keeping girls with girls and
boys with boys. Also, unknowingly breaking up friendships or including someone who
isn’t usually included. The positive effect of this was noted in student’s comments. We
recognized the students with disabilities being accepted by their peers.
On the third day I introduced the colorful illustration of the Water Cycle. They
were asked to build a structure with their team and to illustrate the water cycle through
movement. Everything was preceded with the standing in a position of authority. The
structures were getting better as the student’s ability to concentration increased. Some
structures were even aesthetically pleasing. I have included some photographs of the
structures and there is a video available.
The last day these Water Cycle “human illustrations” were performed for the
class. The performances reflected the gains in knowledge of the Water Cycle but also
of individual self-confidence and connectivity with other members of the team.
I handed out a comment form for each student in the science classes. Giving
students an opportunity to voice what they learned from the residency experience.
Here are some of the 40+ responses:
Joe Logan Trey -

“you have to work together”
“Try”
“I learned I cannot hold an uncomfortable position for a long time.”

Gabrielle -

“If we are focused we can be completely still.” and “Building a
structure … has to do with working together. Putting the most effort in what
you want to accomplish.”

Emily -

“…that we worked together because we came up with ideas together.”

Mathan -

“We danced to learn about the water cycle. I could make stuff I didn’t know
I could make.”
Ashley“I found out I can do more with my physical ability.” “… working as
a team was fun. I really liked to get together and I met new people
doing it.”
Abigail -

“I learned … you can easily make science stuff into a part of a dance”

Victoria-

“We learned about position of authority-we learned to balance and
concentrate.” “I learned to help (?), to listen to other ideas and most of all,
teamwork.”

Ariana -

“The activity of the water cycle was awesome because we could work with
a team and we did all different shapes and sizes.”
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Demy -

“This is why I like it. Science is best and it’s all about real life.”

Heaven -

“Evaporation, condensation, transpiration, precipitation, infiltration. I liked
it because at first we would start in a structure.”

Charles -

“Helping Friends”

Andrew “I liked the way that we learned how to stand on one foot and had to
[balance].
Kimora “It was working as a team, I got to learn how to build a structure and
work with people I know and different people too.”

Curriculum Map
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4-Days Plan Flip Chart
DAY #1

Hydrologic Cycle
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Today Basics…What we know?
Molecules, protozoa, illustrations in books. Seen through microscopes or the naked eye.
What we see?
7 Universal Symbols of Design
• Shape: Lines, curves, loops, series of lines make a zigzag, series of curves make
S curve, series of loops make a spiral or a dot
Attaching a combination of these we can build a structure. A structure could be a chair,
and building or a molecule.
Structure…adding one to another.
LINE is the most powerful of all the seven.
Stand in a position and communicate Authority.
All is straight (arms legs, head, spine)
Concentration BALANCE on One Leg for 8 counts.
Focus eyes, lift leg and arms…say to yourself what you want to do, not what you are
doing or what you are afraid of doing say: steady, up.
Movement is CHANGE-shapes or forms that are manipulated by time and space.
To change we need SPACE and Force.
Communicate change through structure … E words-WORDS
Day #2
SERPENTINE. Oldest dance known to man. Follow the person in front of you NOT
follow the leader. Walk in different patterns occasionally into a spiral and doubling back.
Review Day #1
Today Basics…What we know? What we see?
-7 Universal Symbols of Design
-Individual Structure…adding one to another
-LINE is the most powerful of all the seven.
-Position of Authority.
-Concentration BALANCE one leg for 8 counts. steady, up
-Build structure in groups(teams)
-Communicate change through structure …
“E” words:
ERODE
ENVELOP
Day #3
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Today Basics…What we know? What we see?
-7 Universal Symbols of Design
-Individual Structure…adding one to another
-LINE is the most powerful of all the seven.
-Position of Authority.
-Concentration BALANCE one leg for 8 counts. steady, up
-Build structure in groups(teams)
-Communicate change through structure…
EVAPORATION
CONDENSATION
CONDENSATION/TRANSPIRATION
PRECIPITATION
INFILTRATION/PERCOLATION
Each group designs beginning structure and way they will demonstrate each part of the
water cycle.
Day #4
Review
Groups meet and review their design, perform or present their design to the rest of the
class.

Water Cycle Cards

!
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Universal Design for Learning Checklist
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Nashville Classical Charter School Residency
Artists: Tammy Vice & Less Kerr
Dates: December 2017
Songwriting workshop presented by Tammy Vice and Les Kerr, Nashville Classical
Charter School
Goals for the program:
1. Create words and music for a song with a water theme, then have the students
learn and perform the song.
2. Bring awareness of the water cycle to students
3. Allow students to understand the variety of water’s uses. For example,
nourishment (drinking), the environment (rain makes plants grow), transportation (ships,
barges hauling goods and people), recreation (swimming, boating).
4. Show sources of water and moisture, i.e. rain, volcanic steam, lakes, rivers,
oceans, streams
5. Have the students learn the song they wrote well enough to perform it while also
learning facts about water.
Methods used:
1. PowerPoint presentation of the parts of a song as they relate to water.
Examples:
a. Ocean is the chorus because all streams, rivers, run to the sea.
b. rivers, streams, lakes relate to verses because the support the ocean (chorus)
c. dams, reservoirs, spillways, etc. relate to bridge of a song because they allow
water to get from one area to another like a bridge allows elements of a song to
transition from one melodic or lyrical point to another.
2. Acoustic guitars and vocals to show examples of parts of a song.
3. Students were encouraged to offer ideas for song. After the class participated as a
group with verbal suggestions, smaller groups were formed that allowed students to
write ideas and submit them.
4. Ideas were assembled and organized logically. For example, students’ suggestions
that were similar made up one verse. Other ideas made up a second verse, etc.
5. After putting words to music, the students learned the song and discussed the
elements they also learned about water, and then sang the song.
Outcomes:
1. Students learned about sources of water and its eventual trip from source to sea.
2. Students learned the elements of a song as compared to certain characteristics of
water.
3. Students actively participated in the creative process of writing a song.
4. Students performed the song they had written several times during the final
session.
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Evaluation:
Based on teacher comments, the workshop was a success and students
benefited from the exercise.
Special moments:
A student who was very hesitant to speak drew an image of a drop of water. That
image was incorporated into the final lyric sheet that all students could see as they
learned the song.
All students enthusiastically learned the song and sang it with gusto.
The Big Blue Ocean
Verse 1
Mama woke me up, said we’re going to the beach
Told me to get ready, and brush my teeth
Drip, drip, drip, went the water in the sink
It’s going to the ocean, just like me
Chorus:
From the steam of a volcano or a snowcapped mountaintop
From the rivers and the streams, it all starts with just a drop
If it’s raining, or it’s snowing, either way it’s flowing
And going to The Big Blue Ocean
And going to The Big Blue Ocean
Verse 2
I stepped out on the sand, it was hot, hot, hot
I jumped in the cold water, it was not, not, not
Swimming in the ocean that was smooth and
clear
I told my mom, “I’m happy to be here!”
Repeat Chorus
Bridge
Water’s fresh in the lakes, and salty in sea
Filled with fish, frogs and turtles. They’re
swimming here with me
When I’m playing in the water, I never want to
stop
I’ll come back to the ocean, just like all those
drops
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Final Notes
Borderless Arts Tennessee is a statewide organization committed to inclusive and accessible arts
programs for people with disabilities to enhance educational curriculum, enrich creative
expression, empower career development, and encourage community engagement.

Other Borderless Arts programs that you or your students may find of interest include:

•

Crescendo Music Institute: A 3-day summer institute for young adult musicians with
disabilities to learn more about the music industry and gain professional musician
mentoring.

•

Dulcimer Choir: A weekly music program for young adults with Autism held at the
Blair school of music.

•

Movement Connection: A weekly dance program for your adults with Down syndrome
held at the Christ Church YMCA.

•

Teapot Diplomats: A visual arts program for all ages and abilities. The program
combines various art instruction to also learning business skills, communication
opportunities, and community engagement.

•

Young Soloist: This is a music program for vocalists and instrumentalists ages 14-24
with any form of disability. The program includes performance opportunities, mentoring,
and a competition that leads into an international competition.

Borderless Arts also offers a variety of festivals, special workshops and training
opportunities. For more information, visit the website at www.borderlessartstn.org. You can also
sign up for the newsletter from the website to stay informed of upcoming programs and
opportunities.
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